To make up the books:
For the hard covers I recommend a piece of coloured lightweight card – the type used by scrapbookers is perfect and 1 x A4 sheet will give you plenty for
an entire library.
Cut the pages into strips.
Concertina each section making sure that the end pages of each strip remain single as they will used to glue the 2 sections together then the whole book onto the hard
cover.
Using a glue stick (the dry kind) carefully open out again and rub onto the back of all the pages, except the end pages of each strip, making sure you go to the edges.
Refold into a concertina, cleaning up any excess that may ooze out. Check that all pages are able to be opened Place both folded sections under a heavy object.
Cut out the hard cover from your red cardboard slightly (a scissor cut width) smaller than the coloured section of the dust jacket. Using the dust jacket as a guide, gently
score with a blunt object where the cover is to be folded for the spine.
Remove your folded pages, check that all pages are able to be opened again (slide a pin between them to loosen if they have glued shut) and glue the middle pages
together then glue the end pages onto the folded red hard cover. You may need to place it back under the heavy object for a while.
Cut the dust jacket to fit, remembering the leaves which hold the dust jacket in place, and wrap around the book.
Book making is addictive!
For personal use only please
*Hurrah for the Circus has two white pages at beginning of book and one at the end.
**The Three Little Kittens: Cut out cover picture at front of book and glue straight onto cardboard cover.
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